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While electron-phonon coupling (EPC) is crucial for Cooper pairing in conventional supercon-
ductors, its role in high-Tc superconducting cuprates is debated. Using resonant inelastic x-
ray scattering at the oxygen K-edge, we studied the EPC in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi2212) and
Nd1+xBa2−xCu3O7−δ (NBCO) at different doping levels ranging from heavily underdoped (p = 0.07)
to overdoped (p = 0.21). We analyze the data with a localized Lang-Firsov model that allows for
the coherent excitations of two phonon modes. While electronic band dispersion effects are non-
negligible, we are able to perform a study of the relative values of EPC matrix elements in these
cuprate families. In the case of NBCO, the choice of the excitation energy allows us to disentan-
gle modes related to the CuO3 chains and the CuO2 planes. Combining the results from the two
families, we find the EPC strength decreases with doping at q‖ = (−0.25, 0) r.l.u., but has a non-
monotonic trend as a function of doping at smaller momenta. This behavior is attributed to the
screening effect of charge carriers. We also find that the phonon intensity is enhanced in the vicinity
of the charge-density-wave (CDW) excitations while the extracted EPC strength appears to be less
sensitive to their proximity. By performing a comparative study of two cuprate families, we are able
to identify general trends in the EPC for the cuprates and provide experimental input to theories
invoking a synergistic role for this interaction in d-wave pairing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The pairing interaction in conventional superconduc-
tors is mediated by phonons and critically depends on the
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electron-phonon coupling (EPC) [1, 2]. The role played
by EPC in copper-based high critical temperature super-
conductors (HTSs), however, is still debated. On the one
hand, experimental probes like angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (ARPES) [3–9] and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) [10–12] have found evidence for the in-
terplay between lattice vibrations and superconductivity.
On the other hand, spin fluctuations are widely believed
to provide the dominant contribution to pairing in the
cuprates [13–15], since the superconducting order param-
eter is of dx2−y2 symmetry [16] and superconductivity
appears in proximity to antiferromagnetism. This obser-
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vation, however, does not explicitly rule out a potential
role for phonons in pairing. For example, while a com-
plete microscopic picture is currently absent, the inter-
play of the electron-phonon and electron-electron interac-
tions may lead to the enhanced critical temperature (Tc)
in HTSs. Indeed, theoretical work has shown that the
materials with the largest coupling to the out-of-phase
bond-buckling oxygen phonon branch (often referred to
as the “B1g” modes) also have the largest Tc,max [17],
suggesting that these modes are relevant to supercon-
ductivity.

HTSs have complex phase diagrams that include com-
peting spin-, charge- and pair-density-waves, a pseudo-
gap, and strange metallic behavior [18–24]. The piv-
otal parameter that determines the nature of the ground
state at a given temperature is the doping p, which gives
the number of holes introduced in the CuO2 planes. In
the underdoped region of the phase diagram, the phonon
branches are also renormalized in the presence of charge-
density-wave (CDW) correlations. This behavior is rem-
iniscent of what happens in conventional metals, where
the EPC is the driving force behind the formation of
charge modulations [25]. Recent resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering (RIXS) studies have indeed observed anoma-
lous softening and enhanced phonon excitations in the
vicinity of charge order [26–30].

In the underdoped region of the phase diagram the
coupling between phonon and electrons is also affected
by the onset of the pseudogap phase. The pseudogap in
HTSs is characterized by a temperature T ∗, below which
a partial gap opens in the normal state [31]. In general,
T ∗ falls to zero at a critical doping pc = 0.19, where Hall
coefficient measurements show a change of carrier density
from p to 1+p [32]. Interestingly, a recent ARPES study
of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi2212) revealed a rapid change
of bosonic coupling strength to the bond-buckling B1g

phonon branch (∼ 37 meV) across the pseudogap bound-
ary [8]. To better understand these observations, it is
necessary to investigate how EPC changes with doping
across the cuprate phase diagram, spanning from the un-
derdoped region to the overdoped Fermi liquid region
found for p > pc.

Measuring the full EPC vertex M(k,q) is challenging,
as it can depend on both the fermionic (k) and bosonic
(q) momenta. Techniques like ARPES probe the k de-
pendence of the EPC via the electron self-energy, which
averages over the phonon momentum q. Similarly, scat-
tering probes like inelastic x-ray and neutron scatter-
ing tend to probe the q dependence of M(k,q) via the
phonon line width, which averages over the fermion mo-
mentum k. Recently, RIXS has been demonstrated as an
effective tool to determine the momentum dependence of
the EPC with element specificity, due to the interaction
between the excited electrons in the intermediate state
and phonons [33]. As a scattering technique, RIXS more
directly measures the q-dependence of the vertex and in-
tegrates over the k-dependence. For example, models
have shown that the k-integration can be weighting by

other factors like the electron occupations and orbital
character of the bands if the system hosts itinerant elec-
trons [33–35]. In cases where the electron mobility can
be neglected (e.g. due to a strong core-hole potential),
the EPC strength can be extracted either from the ratio
between the intensity of the phonon and of its overtones
in RIXS spectra [33, 36]. Alternatively, one can measure
the phonon intensity as the incident beam detuned from
the resonance, as successfully done recently at the Cu L3

in cuprates [35, 37].
Prior RIXS studies of EPC in the 2D cuprates have

focused largely on the Cu L3-edge [30, 35, 37]. How-
ever, it has been established that the bands that cross
the Fermi level in doped cuprates have significant oxy-
gen 2px,y orbital character [38]. Moreover, the phonons
believed to be most relevant to pairing in the cuprates
are the optical oxygen modes [6, 17]. It is, therefore, de-
sirable to also study the EPC at the O K-edge in these
materials. The RIXS process at this edge involves the
1s→ 2p transition, so that in the intermediate state the
charge perturbation mostly involves the electron in a 2p
orbital (plus a core hole, on whose influence we will dis-
cuss in the following). Moreover, RIXS experiments at
the O K-edge can benefit from a better energy resolu-
tion and longer-lived core-hole compared to experiments
conducted at the Cu L3-edge [39].

Here, we have studied the coupling between electrons
and the oxygen-related phonons in bi-layer compounds
Bi2212 and NBCO, using O K-edge RIXS with an en-
ergy resolution of about 33 meV. We have extracted
the EPC strength from the data using a localized model
which is based on a Lang-Firsov transformation (we re-
fer to the model as Lang-Firsov model in the following)
[40–42] that accounts for both bond-buckling and bond-
stretching phonons. Combining the results of the two
cuprate families, we find that EPC strength decreases
with doping at q‖ = (−0.25, 0) r.l.u. while this trend be-
comes non-monotonic at smaller momenta. The observed
changes in the EPC with doping agree with the nonuni-
form screening effect discussed in theoretical calculations
[17]. We have also studied the effect of CDW correlations
on EPC. Our results provide experimental insights on the
general trends of EPC and allow us to better understand
their role in high-Tc cuprate superconductors.

II. METHODS

A. RIXS experiments

We have performed O K-edge RIXS studies on NBCO
and Bi2212 samples with different doping levels. The
NBCO samples were 100 nm films grown on SrTiO3, with
two different doping levels: a heavily underdoped sample
with Tc = 38 K (UD38, p ' 0.07) and an optimally-
doped sample with Tc = 92 K (OP92, p ' 0.16). Lattice
constants were a = b = 3.9 Å, while c = 11.714 Å in
the UD38 sample and c = 11.74 Å in the OP one. RIXS
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spectra were collected at the I21 beam line of the Dia-
mond Light Source. Energy resolution was determined
to be 34 meV by measuring the width of the elastic line
on a carbon tape. We used a fixed temperature of 20 K.

The Bi2212 samples were single crystals with three
doping levels: optimally doped with Tc = 91 K (OP91,
p ' 0.16), overdoped with Tc = 82 K (OD82, p ' 0.19),
and overdoped with Tc = 66 K (OD66, p ' 0.21). The
RIXS measurements on Bi2212 were performed using the
soft x-ray inelastic beamline (SIX) 2-ID at the National
Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory [43]. The total experimental energy resolution
was ∼ 33 meV. We measured at 35 K to avoid sample
damage. We define our reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) in
terms of the tetragonal unit cell with a = b = 3.8 Å and
c = 30.89 Å.

The RIXS spectra were collected with σ incident polar-
ization (perpendicular to the scattering plane) to maxi-
mize the charge signal. The scattering angle was fixed at
150◦, and we used a grazing-in geometry, which by con-
vention means negative parallel transferred momentum
q‖, as shown in Fig. 1(g).

B. The Lang-Firsov Localized Models

The first model developed to describe the EPC in
RIXS experiments was the single-site model introduced
in Ref. [33] to describe lattice excitations generated at
transition metal L-edges. The model was derived start-
ing from the local Hamiltonian

H = ε0nd + ω0b
†b+M

∑
σ

nd(b+ b†), (1)

where d†σ and b† represent the creation operators of a
spin σ electron and local phonon mode, respectively, nd =∑
σ d
†
σdσ, and M is the EPC constant, which is related to

a dimensionless coupling parameter g = (M/ω0)2. This
model is based on the simplifying assumption that both
the electrons and phonon are local in the sense that they
cannot travel through the lattice at any stage of the RIXS
process. In this limit, the RIXS intensity can be com-
puted exactly by use of a Lang-Firsov transformation,
yielding

I(q,Ω) =
∑
n

|An(∆ + iΓ)|2δ(ω0n− Ω), (2)

where ∆ is the detuning of the incident energy from the
resonant peak, Γ is the half-lifetime of the intermediate
state of RIXS process, and

An(z) =
∑
m

Bn,m(g)Bm,0(g)

z − ω0(m− g)
(3)

with

Bn,m = (−1)n
√
e−gn!m!

m∑
l=0

(−g)lg
n−m

2

(m− l)!l!(n−m+ l)!
(4)

being the standard Franck-Condon factor (Bn,m is un-
derstood to mean Bmax(n,m),min(n,m)).

Reference [41] recently generalized the single-site
model to the case where the localized electron couples
to more than one type of phonon. This generalization
allows each phonon to be coherently excited and is rele-
vant to the cuprates where we naturally expect coupling
to different phonon branches. Here, we consider the case
with two types of phonon modes (e.g. the bond-buckling
and bond-stretching modes), again described by the local
Hamiltonian [41]

H = ε0nd +
∑
λ=1,2

[
ωλb
†
λbλ +Mλnd(bλ + b†λ)

]
. (5)

The exact RIXS intensity can still be computed, yielding

I(q,Ω) = Cscale

∑
n1,n2

|An1,n2
(∆ + iΓ)|2δ

( ∑
λ=1,2

nλωλ−Ω
)
,

(6)
where

An1n2
=
∑
m1m2

Dn2m2
n1m1

(g1, g2)Dm20
m10

(g1, g2)

∆ + iΓ−
∑
λ=1,2 ωλ(mλ − gλ)

. (7)

Here, Cscale is an overall amplitude factor, independent
of momentum and detuning and applies to all phonon
branches, which we use to scale overall intensity to match
experiment. The coefficients D in Eq. (7) are given by a
product of Franck-Condon factors

Dn2,m2
n1,m1

(g1, g2) = Bn1,m1(g1)Bn2,m2(g2), (8)

where gλ = (Mλ/ωλ)2.
We stress that both models neglect all electron mobil-

ity involved in the RIXS scattering process. Nevertheless,
relatively simple expressions for the RIXS intensity [Eqs.
(2) and (6)] are obtained from these approximations that
are useful for fitting experimental data. The parameters
setting the intensity of phonon excitations in both mod-
els are the EPC strength of the different branches gλ, the
detuning energy ∆, and the core-hole lifetime parameter
Γ. Throughout, we treat gλ as a fitting parameter and
set ∆ based on experimental conditions. We will also fix
Γ = 0.15 eV [35, 44, 45] for all the samples investigated,
since the intrinsic lifetime of the state is mostly deter-
mined by Auger recombination rate and so independent
of the material studied.

A recent theoretical study in the single carrier limit [36]
found that the local model for the RIXS cross-section pro-
duces stronger phonon features in comparison to a fully
itinerant model. Moreover, the discrepancy between the
models becomes more pronounced as the strength of the
localizing core-hole potential is reduced. This result sug-
gests that fitting a localized model to phonon spectra
may underestimate the strength of the EPC. In the single
carrier limit, electron mobility in the intermediate state
can also introduce a momentum dependence in the in-
tensity of the phonon excitations that is unrelated to the
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momentum dependence of the EPC constant M(k,q).
With these caveats in mind, we proceed by fitting the
experimental data with the localized models with the as-
sumption that doing so will allow us to extract general
trends in the data. For these reasons, the absolute values
of the extracted couplings obtained here should not be
equated to the value entering a microscopic Hamiltonian.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. RIXS spectra at O K-edge

The X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of our Bi2212 and
NBCO samples are displayed in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b),
respectively. It is easy to identify the Zhang-Rice sin-
glet (ZRS) pre-peak in the O K-edge XAS of Bi2212,
which originates from the hybridization of the in-plane
O 2pσ and Cu 3dx2−y2 orbitals [46]. Both the energy
and amplitude of the ZRS peak change with doping as
expected. On the other hand, we observe two different
structures in NBCO whose intensity increases with dop-
ing: a main peak at 528.2 eV, and another peak at a
lower energy (∼ 527.6 eV). The former one is associated
with doped holes in the CuO2 planes, while the latter
originates from the CuO3 chains, which act as a charge
reservoir in NBCO [46]. Our UD38 sample has short
chains in both in-plane directions due to the tetragonal
structure, while the OP92 sample has fully developed
long chains, and due to the twin structure, they exist in
both in-plane directions. The comparison between UD38
and OP92 sample also nicely highlights the decrease in
spectral weight of the upper Hubbard band (UHB) peak
around 529.5 eV.

To investigate the electron-phonon interaction, we
have acquired RIXS spectra at different incident X-ray
energies across the doping-related resonances. Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d) present an overview of the RIXS spectra for
Bi2212 OP91 and NBCO OP92, respectively. The inci-
dent energy of each scan is indicated by the tick marks
with the same color in panels (a) and (b) for the two com-
pounds. As highlighted in Fig. 1(e), we recognize four
features in the spectra: the elastic peak, the phonons
(and their overtones) below 0.2 eV, the broad charge ex-
citations peaked around 0.8 eV, and some higher-energy
excitations above 1.5 eV from dd and charge-transfer
(CT) excitations. Moreover, we also identify some spec-
tral weight around 0.5 eV, which could be due to broad
bimagnon excitations [47]. To highlight the phonon
contribution to the spectra and compare intensities be-
tween different samples at resonant energy, we removed
the elastic peak and normalized the spectra to their re-
spective dd+CT excitations as summarized in Fig. 1(f).
The phonon excitations have a larger spectral weight
in NBCO and the exciations in Bi2212 OD82 (pc=0.19)
have a stronger intensity than those observed in the OP91
and OD66 samples.

To precisely determine the resonant energy of the

phonon signal (i.e., the energy at which the phonon in-
tensity is maximum), we have extracted their integrated
spectral weight. This value was determined by remov-
ing the elastic peak and charge excitations from RIXS
spectra, and then integrating the infrared region of the
RIXS spectra (0−300 meV). As a reference, we have also
extracted the spectral weight of CT excitations by inte-
grating the spectra in a 3 eV window centered around
their maximum value. The integrated spectral weight of
the phonon and CT excitations are plotted in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) for Bi2212 OP91 and NBCO OP92, respectively,
normalized to their maximum value and superimposed
over the corresponding XAS spectra. We notice that
the one-dimensional breathing mode of the chains has
a stronger EPC strength than its two-dimensional coun-
terpart, which is evident from the higher intensity of its
first overtone.

The intensity of CT excitations follows closely the XAS
spectra in both samples, confirming the stability of our
incident energy and the independence of the lifetime of
the intermediate state. However, the phonon has a large
shift of 200− 250 meV relative to the maximum of XAS,
both in Bi2212 and NBCO. The presence and magnitude
of this energy shift are puzzling. A small displacement,
of the order of the phonon energy (≈ 50 − 100 meV)
between the maximum of the XAS and the maximum of
phonon intensity has been observed before [30, 48] and
can be accounted for by the localized Lang-Firsov model
with a strong EPC and a long core-hole lifetime. The
large value observed here, however, requires a different
explanation. As suggested in Ref. [49], a possible origin
could be a change in the curvature of the potential energy
surface between the ground and intermediate state of the
RIXS process.

B. Energy detuning measurements

We initially attempted to use the energy detuning
method to extract the value of the EPC for the buck-
ling and breathing branches, which has been described
in detail in Ref. [35] and has been successfully applied
at the Cu L3 edge [35, 37]. This approach is based on
the single-site model presented in Sec. II B and consists
in acquiring scans at different incident energies, at and
below the resonant peak in the XAS. The EPC of the
different phonon branches can then be extracted by fit-
ting the intensities of the different phonon branches (and
of their higher harmonics) with Eq. (6). To reduce the
number of parameters, we fit all of the spectra for a given
sample at the same time, using a single overall scale fac-
tor and fixing Γ = 0.15 eV [44, 45]. In this way, the only
free parameters are the EPC strengths Mλ of the two
branches and their energies Ωλ. We have also subtracted
the elastic peaks and considered only the inelastic parts,
since the elastic peaks can carry additional contribution
from other types of scattering.

As highlighted in Sec. III A, one difficulty is that the
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FIG. 1. Overview of data on NBCO and Bi22212 at the O K-edge. (a, b) XAS spectra for different doping values of
Bi2212 and NBCO, respectively. The legends indicate the critical temperature of the samples. The relevant resonances are
indicated with blue and red arrows. (c, d) Overview of RIXS spectra in Bi2212 OP91 and NBCO OP92, respectively. The
excitation energies for the different spectra are highlighted as ticks in the XAS, using the same colour code. (e) Example of
RIXS spectrum at Oxygen K-edge collected on NBCO OP92 at 528.2 eV. Labels indicate the different excitations. (f) Zoom-in
of the low-energy regions of RIXS spectra for all the samples acquired at H = −0.15 r.l.u. and at the energy corresponding to
the plane resonance. The elastic peak has been subtracted for clarity. The spectra have been normalized to the spectral weight
between 1 and 7 eV corresponding to the CT excitation range. (g) Sketch of the experimental geometry. The incoming and
outgoing x-rays are reported in yellow arrows, and the incident (θ) and scattering (2θ) angles are highlighted. The component
of the transferred momentum parallel to the CuO2 planes is reported in light green.
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FIG. 2. XAS and phonon resonances in Bi2212 OP91 and NBCO OP92. (a, b) XAS spectra (grey shade area), the spectral area
of phonon (orange circles) and charge-transfer excitations (green diamonds) for Bi2212 OP91 and NBCO OP92, respectively.
The red and blue dashed vertical lines indicate the chain and plane resonant energies in NBCO OP92, respectively. (c)
RIXS spectra collected at the chain (red) and plane (blue) resonances in NBCO OP92 after subtracting the elastic peaks for
comparison.
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FIG. 3. Detuning data on Bi2212 OP91 (left panels) and
NBCO UD38 (right panels). Incident energies were chosen
around the plane resonance for Bi2212 OP91 and of chain
resonance for NBCO AF, for the reasons discussed in the
text. The momentum transfer was (−0.15, 0) r.l.u. for Bi2212
OP91 and (−0.25, 0) r.l.u. for NBCO AF. Solid lines are the
fitting curves, decomposed into the various phonon branches,
obtained through the global fitting discussed in the main text.
We have highlighted that, in the case of plane resonance of
Bi2212, the phonon resonance is shifted with respect to the
maximum of the XAS. A failure of the model is evident at
large detuning energies.

maximum of the phonon signal is displaced from the max-
imum of XAS spectra by ∼ 200 − 250 meV. While the
employed model can account for a small displacement be-
tween the two energies (of the order of ωλ) in the strong
coupling limit, the value of Mλ that is needed is too large
and would produce phonon harmonics inconsistent with
the RIXS spectra. Therefore, we have decided to artifi-
cially put the zero of the detuning in the model at the
phonon resonance.

To test the validity of the detuning approach, we have
used two different datasets: the chain resonance of NBCO
OP92 and the plane resonance of Bi2212 OP91. We chose
the chain resonance for NBCO for two reasons. First, it
selects the one-dimensional CuO3 chains as opposed to
the two-dimesional CuO2 planes of Bi2212, which allows
us verify whether there are differences related to dimen-
sionality. Secondly, the chain resonance energy (527.6

eV) is lower than that of the plane (528.2 eV). This dif-
ference means that the detuning energies of the chain are
not obscured by additional contributions from the plane
resonance, while the detuning energies of the plane over-
lap with the chains.

The spectra with the corresponding fittings are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The solid orange and purple lines are
the bond-buckling and bond-stretching phonons includ-
ing the overtones, respectively, while the green shaded
area represents the mixed coherent multi-phonons. How-
ever, it is evident from the spectra that the detuning
method does not reproduce the measured intensities for
all incident photon energies. While the agreement is quite
good close to the resonance energy for both the cases,
the calculated spectra far from the resonance significantly
underestimate (by more than ∼ 50%) the intensity of the
phonon branches. This failure of the detuning method
at the ligand K edge is not completely unexpected given
the very different nature of the intermediate state be-
tween the Cu L3- and the O K-edges, and of the local-
ized assumptions underpinning the Lang-Firsov models.
Indeed, at the Cu L3-edge, the excited electron is more
strongly bound to the core hole in comparison to the O
K-edge. This means that the excited electron is more
free to propagate around the lattice during its lifetime
in the latter case. Reference [36] recently developed a
model for an intermediate state consisting of an itiner-
ant electron interacting with phonons and the core hole
in an otherwise empty band. One of the main results de-
rived there is that the detuning curves are quantitatively
different from the localized model; they have a weaker de-
pendence on the EPC when the core-hole potentials are
weak and they generally decay faster as a function of the
detuning energy in comparison to the localized model.
We observe a small difference between the decay of the
intensity of the two phonon branches with detuning, as
evident from Fig. 3. This observation suggests that the
real situation close to the Fermi energy in cuprates is
intermediate between the two approaches.

C. Effect of doping on EPC

Determining the EPC as a function of doping is crucial
for understanding its potential contribution to d-wave
pairing. For this purpose, we fit the RIXS spectrum
at the resonant energy using Eq. (6), after subtracting
the elastic, charge, and CT excitations from the data, as
shown in Fig. 4. As discussed above, the use of Eq. (6) is
likely to underestimate the overall strength of the EPC,
particularly at the O K-edge, where electron itinerancy
in the RIXS intermediate state can be more pronounced
than at the Cu L-edge [36]. We nevertheless proceed
with Eq. (6) in a comparative analysis to identify trends
in the data, both as a function of doping and between
Bi2212 and NBCO. Presumably, the degree of itinerancy
in these systems is comparable for similar doping levels.
Thus, the analysis for both samples should be subject to
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FIG. 4. (a) Fits of RIXS spectra after subtracting the high-energy excitations for Bi2212 OD82, taken at momenta transfer
H = −0.2 r.l.u.. Elastic peak is fitted by a Gaussian function determined by the energy resolution. The phonon excitations are
fitted with the Frank-Condon model considering two phonons, i.e. the buckling mode (∼ 40 meV) and stretching mode (∼ 70
meV). (b) Phonon components are shown after subtracting the elastic peak. (c-e) Doping dependence of phonon amplitude for
Bi2212, which shows a maximum at pc = 0.19. (f-h) Doping dependence of the electron-phonon coupling strengths M for both
NBCO and Bi2212. The SC phase diagram [50] of cuprates (shaded area) is displayed in (f).

the same systematic error when applying the local model
to the data. One should keep in mind that the absolute
magnitudes of EPC constants extracted in this analysis
cannot be mapped directly onto the Mλ(q) entering in
any microscopic Hamiltonian.

To fit the data, we consider the coherent contribution
from two phonon modes – one from the bond-buckling
branch (ω1 ' 40 meV) and one from the bond-stretching
branch (ω2 ' 70 meV) – while treating the coupling
strengths Mλ as fitting parameters. We also introduce
a prefactor Cscale, which multiplies the entire spectrum
by a constant amount. We are able to obtain a consistent
fit to the doping-dependent RIXS spectra using this ap-
proach. The doping evolution of the extracted amplitude
Cscale for the Bi2212 sample are plotted in Figs. 4(c-e)
for different momentum transfers, while the correspond-
ing Mλ values are displayed in Figs. 4(f-h). For compar-
ison, we have also overlaid the doping dependence of the
extracted Mλ in NBCO at H = −0.25 r.l.u. in Fig. 4(f).
Notably, the values of the extracted coupling in Bi2212
and NBCO are almost identical at optimal doping, which
provides additional post-hoc justification for our compar-
ative approach.

For momentum transfer H = −0.25 r.l.u., we find that
the EPC of the lower-energy buckling mode is stronger
than the EPC of the breathing mode in both samples
and for all the measured doping levels. This observa-
tion is consistent with the previous Cu L-edge RIXS
measurements on NBCO UD38 sample for small mo-
mentum transfers [35] and prior ARPES experiments
that infer the strongest coupling to the bond-buckling
phonon modes [4, 6, 9, 17]. As the hole concentration
increases, we find that the extracted M values for both
branches decrease monotonically at H = −0.25 r.l.u..
This behavior can be understood as being a consequence
of the improved electronic screening as the system be-
comes more metallic [17]. The situation is quite different
for smaller momenta. For H = −0.20 r.l.u., the inferred
EPC constants are very weakly dependent on doping,
while at H = −0.15 r.l.u. the doping dependence even
becomes non-monotonic, with both branches becoming
more strongly coupled near pc = 0.19.

The doping dependence summarized here in both com-
pounds is consistent with the poor screening scenario dis-
cussed in Ref. [17]. There, it was shown that the poor
conductivity perpendicular to the CuO2 plane results in a
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FIG. 5. The momentum dependence of the fitting param-
eters in Bi2212 OP91 (a,b) and NBCO OP92 (c,d). Phonon
amplitudes increase with larger q, while the M values do not
show a clear momentum dependence. The extracted M values
of two samples are close to one another.

nonuniform screening of the electron-phonon interaction
whereby it was well screened for large momentum trans-
fers but poorly screened at small q. The suppression of
large q coupling relative to small q will increase the EPC
in the d-wave channel, suggesting that the contribution of
these modes to pairing increases as the doping increases
and may become largest at optimal doping.

D. Influence of CDW on EPC

Both optimally doped NBCO [51, 52] and Bi2212 [53–
55] present a CDW ordering with qCDW ' 0.29 r.l.u.,
though the CDW signals become weaker with respect to
underdoped samples [52]. Previous RIXS studies at Cu
L3-edge and O K-edge on doped cuprates have found
an anomalous enhancement of phonon intensity near the
CDW wavevector, which is ascribed to the presence of
dispersive CDW excitations that overlap and interfere
with the phonon excitations [26, 29]. We have, therefore,
searched for possible enhancements of EPC of buckling
and breathing branches due to the presence of charge
order.

Employing again the generalized Lang-Firsov model

[Eq. (7)] that accounts for coupling to both modes, we
have extracted the evolution of the EPC values and the
overall scaling prefactor along the (H, 0) direction. Fig-
ure 5 shows the momentum dependence of the phonon
amplitudes (Cscale) and Mλ values in optimally doped
Bi2212 and NBCO. Evidently, the phonon amplitudes
increase monotonically on approaching the qCDW. At
the same time, the EPC does not show a clear trend
with M1 larger than M2 for all our measured momenta.
These results indicates that while the phonon excitations
increase in intensity in proximity of the CDW, there
is no clear corresponding enhancement in the relative
intensity of the phonon overtones. This behavior can be
reconciled if there is an overlapping contribution to the
elastic line intensity due to the CDW excitations and
no corresponding increase in the EPC close to qCDW.
One should, therefore, be careful in interpreting directly
the phonon intensity as the EPC strength at O K-edge
due to the longer intermediate state. The explanation of
this discrepancy remains a topic for further investigation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the phonon dynamics in two fami-
lies of cuprates superconductors as a function of incident
energy, momentum and doping, ranging from strongly
underdoped to overdoped samples. Our experimental re-
sults highlight that the localized Lang-Firsov model does
not describe phonon spectra when the incident energy is
detuned away from the resonance peak. We believe that
this discrepancy is a fingerprint of an itineracy of the
excited electron and phonon cloud, something which is
not captured in the localized model [36]. The detuning
method, which has been successfully applied at the Cu
L-edge to extract the EPC, is therefore not applicable at
the O K-edge within the present theoretical framework.

By extracting the momentum and doping dependence
of EPC measured at resonant x-ray energy, we have re-
vealed a systematic decrease of EPC with increasing dop-
ing from strongly underdoped to overdoped samples at
high momentum transfer, while closer to the Γ point
EPC seems to be less affected by screening, consistently
with previous calculations [17]. We have also detected an
anomalous dependence of phonon intensity close to the
CDW wave vector. However, we have revealed that mo-
mentum dependence of the EPC measured at O K-edge
is different from what measured at Cu L-edge [35], imply-
ing that the RIXS cross section contains additional form
factors. The present results show that investigations of
the phonon dynamics by O K-edge RIXS in presence of
delocalized electrons has to be made with precautions in
the framework of the models developed so far, and new
approaches have to be developed to reach a quantitative
reliability of results.
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